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IT IS WELL DOCUMENTED THAT YOUTH WITH BEHAVIOR DISORDERS (BD) OFTEN DO NOT EXHIBIT

appropriate social behavior. Moreover, youth with BD are defined by leading experts as
children who chronically respond to their environment in socially unacceptable ways
(Kauffman, 1977). Not only does the lack of appropriate social responses define BD, it also

leads to an endless array of problems. For example, lack of appropriate social responses in
youth has been associated with juvenile delinquency (Pilivan & Briar, 1964; Roff, 1961;
Sarason, 1968; Ullmann, 1957), low social status among peers that leads to problems in
personal adjustment in adult life (Parker & Asher, 1987), and adult maladjustment and
psychiatric problems (Michelson & Mannarino, 1986). Given these bleak outcomes for
children whose social skills appear to be lacking, a large number of studies have begun to
emerge in research journals that have focused on social skills training. This literature base has

become so large that synthesis of the research has become necessary.
Again, with the large number of studies that focus on social skills interventions for children

with BD (ERIC listed 82 studies using the descriptors "behavior disorders and social skills")
it would appear warranted to conduct a quantitative synthesis of the literature on this topic.
Several recent reviews have focus on the topic of teachingsocial skills to youth with behavior
problems (Ctmliffe, 1992; Singh, Deitz, Epstein, & Singh, 1991; Zaragoza, Vaughn, & Macintosh,

1991), however, the descriptive analyses that have been published have not focused exclu-

sively on single-subject research designs. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to conduct

a descriptive analysis of the research literature on teaching social skills to youth with BD that

used a single-subject research design.
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214 Schnacker

The analysis addressed the following ques-
tions: (a) What were the independent vari-
ables v.sed in the studies? (b) How were the
indepimdent variables distributed across stud-
ies? (c; What were the dependent variables
measured in the studies? (d) What were the
dependent measure used in the studies? (e)
Where did the studies take place? (e) If, any
what type of generalization program was
employed? and (f) What were the author's
conclusions and the reviewers response to
those conclusions?

Results
A search for single-subject studies of youth

with BD yielded 22 articles that represented 38
separate studies (see appendix A). The results
of the analysis are presented below.

Independent Variables
Analysis of the independent variables a:.P

presented in Figure 1. Figure 1 indicates that
most of the studies analyzed in this review
used multiple interventions (2 or more inde-
pendent variables). Over 20% of the studies

(8) used 5 or more independent variables in
their interventions. And, as Figure 1 indi-
cates, multiple interventions were used in 36
of the 38 studies in this review.

Figure 1 also indicates how often each inde-
pendent variable listed was used in the stud-
ies: Performance feedback was used in 68% of
the studies (n=26); behavior rehearsal was
used in 58% of the studies (n=22); modeling
was used in 47% of the studies; discussion was
used in 34% of the studies; coaching/prompt-
ing was used in 31% of the studies; rules were
used in 29% of the studies; peers were in-
volved in the training in 18% of the studies;
and self-management was used in 16% of the
studies.

Dependent Variables
Analysis of the dependent variables indi-

cate that a large number of discrete behaviors
are defined as social skills. Most of the studies
examined different behaviors. Only a few
behaviors were examined in more than one
study. For example, eye contact was a depen-
dent variable in 3 of the 22 studies (Bornstein,
Beliack, & Hersen, 1980; Combs, & Uthey,

N=38; categories not exclusive.

Figure 1. Independent variables.
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N=22; categories not exclusive.

Figure 2. Dependent measures.

1981; Fanco, Christoff, Crimmins, Kelly, 1983),
and social interaction Was a dependent vari-
able in 3 of the 22 studies (Franca, Kerr, Rietz,
& Lambert, 1990; Nietupski, Stainback,
Gleiessner, Stainback, & Hamre-Nietupski,
1983; Wahler, & Fox, 1980). However, depen-
dent vakiable found in more than one study
was the exception rather than the rule.

Dependent Measures
Dependent measures are presented in Fig-

ure 2. 100% of the studiesused direct observa-
tion to measure their dependent variables
(n=22). Rating scales were used in 36% of the
studies (n=8), followed by interviews (n=1),
sociometrics (n=1), electromyograph (n=1),
and photoplethysmograph (n=1).

Settings
Figure 3 presents an analysis of the settings.

41% of the studies were conducted in a school
setting (n=9); 27% of the studies were con-
ducted in a residential setting (n=6); 18% of

the studies were conducted in a clinical setting
(n=4); 9% were conducted in a vocational set-
ting (n=2); and 4% of the studies were con-
ducted in a home setting (n=1).

Generalization
Analysis of the generalLation programming

is presented in Figure 4 (the definitions of the
generalization strategies are presented in
White et al, 1988). These results indicate that
60% of the studies (n=23) used either a train
and hope or no strategy; 29% of the studies
(n=11) used a train in the natural setting strat-
egy; 13% of the studies (n=5) used a train to
generalize strategy; 8% of the studies (n=3)
used an introduce to natural maintaining con-
tingencies strategy; 5% of the studies (n=2)
used either homework or indiscriminate con-
tingencies strategies; and 3% of the studies
(n=1) used either a sufficient exemplars, me-
diate generalization, sequential modification,
or program common stimulus strategies.

4 University of Oregon College of Education



216 Schnacker

N=22

Figure 3. Settings.

Author's and Reviewer's Conclusions
The author's and review's conclusions are

presented in Figure 5. 29% (n=11) of the
authors concluded that their subjects were
successful in acquiring the skills they had
trained; and 10% (n=4) of the authors con-
cluded that their subjects were partially suc-

cessful in acquiring the skills they had trained.
29% (n=11) of the reviewers agreed with the
authors conclusion on acquisition; and 10%
(n=4) partially agreed with the authors con-
clusions on acquisition.

Forty-two pecent (n=16) of the authors con-
cluded that their subjects were successful in

25

20

10

TH/N TNS TTG INMC H IC AG SM PCS

N=38; categories not exclusive

Figure 4. Generalization: TH/N=Train and Hope/None; TNS= Train in the Natural
Setting; TTG= Train to Generalize; INMC=Introduce to Natural Maintianing
Contingencies; H=Homework; IC=Indiscriminate Contingencies; SE=cjufficient
Exemplars; MG=Mediate Generalization; SM=Sequential Modification;
PCS=Program Common Stimulus.
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increasing the fluency of the skills they had
trained; 16% (n=6) of the authors concluded
that their subjects were partially successful in
increasing the fluency of the skills they had
trained; and 5% (n=2) authors concluded that
their subjects were unsuccessful i t increasing
the fluency of the skills they had trained. 60%
(n=23) of the reviewers agreed with the au-
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their subjects were partially successful in gen-
eralizing the trained behavior across settings;
and 3% of the authors concluded that their
subjects were unsuccessful in generalizing the
trained behavior across settings. 29% (n=11)
of the reviewers agreed with the authors on
generalization across settings; 3% of the re-
viewers partially agreed with the authors on

O
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E Author Is) = Successful

Authorts] = Partial Success

EU Author Is] = Unsuccessful

Reviewer = Agree

li Reviewer = Partial Agree

12 Reviewer = Disagree

N.----38; categories not exclusive

Figure 5. Author's and Reviewer's Conclusions

thors conclusions on fluency; and 3% (n=1) of
the reviewers partially agreed with the au-
thors conclusions on fluency.

Twenty-one percent (n=16) of the authors
concluded that their subjects were successful
in maintaining the effects of training; and 16%
(n=6) of the authors concluded that their sub-
jects were partially successful in maintaining
the effects of training. 26% (n=10) of the
reviewers agreed with the authors on mainte-
nance; 3% (n=1) of the reviewers partially
agreed with the authors on maintenance; and
3% (n.1) of the reviewers disagreed with the
authors conclusions on maintenance.

Eighteen percent (11./) cc the authors con-
cluded that their subjects were successful in
generalizing the trained behavior across set-
tings; 18% (n=1) of the authors concluded that

generalization across settings; and 8% (n=3) of
the reviewers disagreed with the authors on
generalization across settings. 3% (n=1) of the
authors concluded that their subjects were
successful in generalizing the trained behav-
ior across people; and 3% (n=1) of the review-
ers agreed with the authors on generalization
across people. 3% of the authors concluded
that their subjects were successful in achiev-
ing response generalization; and 3% (n=1) of
the reviewers disagreed with the authors con-
clusion that their subjects had achieved re-
sponse generalization.

Additional Variables
Finally, the following variables were in-

cluded in the analysis. 86% (n=19) of the
articles followed a behavioral perspective; and
14% (n=3) of the articles followed a cognitive/

6 University of Oregon College of Education
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behavioral perspective. 4% (n=1) of the ar-
ticles measured procedural reliability that the
reviewer scored as moderate; 4% (n=1) of the
articles measured procedural reliability that
the reviewer scored as strong; and 91% (n=20)
did not measure procedural reliability. 14%
(n=3) of the articles reported a source of social
validity; 9% (n=2) of the articles reported a
target of social validity; and 86% (n=19) did
not report social validity. 50% (n=11) re-
ported maintenance checks. 86% (n=19) of the
subjects /students were in special education
classes; 14% (n=3) were in regular education
classes; and 4% (n=1) were in mixed classes.

Conclusion
In summary, several findings stand out.

Multiple treatments were used in 93% of the
studies. Analysis of the dependent variables
indicated that a large number of discrete be-
haviors are defined as social skills. This large
number of discrete behaviors defined as social
skills suggests that the contruct of social skills
is not clearly defined in the literature. All of
the studies used direct observation to mea-
sure the dependent variables. The largest
percent of studies were conducted in a school
setting. Although a large percentage of the
authors suggested that their subjects had ei-
ther acquired, or become more fluent, in the
bahaviors that were taught, a smaller percent
suggested that the behaviors maintained, and
an even smaller percent suggested that the
behaviors generalized to other settings, peo-
ple, or responses. Further, even when the
authors did conclude that the behaviors had
generalized, the reviewers in this study did
not always agree.

The results of this study indicate that (a)
more studies need to be conducted on the
maintenance and generalization of social skills
and (b) what constitutes social skills needs to
be clarified if we are to move forward with this
line of research.
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